Abstract-In this work the modeling and calibration method of reciprocity error in a coherent TDD coordinated multi-point (CoMP) joint transmission (JT) system are addressed. The modeling includes parameters such as amplitude gains and phase differences of RF chains between the eNBs. The calibration method used for inter-cell antenna calibration is based on precoding matrix indicator (PMI) feedback by UE. Furthermore, we provide some simulation results for evaluating the performance of the calibration method in different cases such as varying estimation-period, cell-specific reference signals (CRS) ports configuration, signal to noise ratio (SNR), phase difference, etc. The main conclusion is that the proposed method for intercell antenna calibration has good performance for estimating the residual phase difference.
INTRODUCTION
For LTE TDD system, since the downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmissions share the same spectrum, the channel reciprocity allows DL channels to be estimated through the sounding reference signals (SRS) transmissions on the UL. However, channel reciprocity is guaranteed only for propagation channels. Since different RF chains are used in reception and transmission for each antenna and the properties of RF chains can be varied by temperature, humidity, etc., antenna calibration is necessary to fully exploit channel reciprocity. For single cell, intra-cell calibration has been discussed and implemented in LTE TDD system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission and reception is considered for LTE-Advanced Rel.11 as a tool to improve the coverage of high data rates, the cell-edge throughput, and also to increase system throughput [8] . The downlink CoMP can be categorized into joint transmission (JT), coordinated scheduling/beamforming (CS/CB), dynamic cell selection (DCS) and dynamic point blanking (DPB). Evaluations show that CoMP can offer performance benefits, especially joint transmission. As data to a single UE is simultaneously transmitted from multiple transmission points for coherent joint transmission, inter-cell antenna calibration should be performed, otherwise the JT performance will be degraded.
[10] provides two antenna array calibration schemes for cells configured in TDD CoMP: self-calibration and over-theair calibration. In both schemes, the reciprocity of one TRX in one cell is selected as a global calibration reference. Then all other TRXs of all cells in the cooperating set must be aligned to it. Also, [11] discusses inter-cell antenna calibration for CoMP JT, and gives the performance evaluation result of intercell antenna calibration. This paper introduces a procedure that is used to calibrate inter-cell antenna reciprocity. This procedure is based on PMI feedback by UE, which are suitable for LTE TDD CoMP JT system. Furthermore, the paper provides some simulation results for evaluating the performance of the procedure in different cases such as varying estimation-period, CRS ports configuration, SNR, phase difference, etc. It should be noted that here we mainly focus on the phase differences, while the amplitude differences are not treated in this work. Besides, this paper does not distinguish between the eNB and cell.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains the mathematical model for inter-cell antenna calibration. Section III describes the method used to calibrate the inter-cell channel reciprocity error. Section V provides some simulation results illustrating the performance of the described calibration method and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. CHANNEL MODELING
We can assume the downlink propagation channel is reciprocal to the uplink propagation channel due to the uplink and downlink share the same frequency band in a LTE TDD system. Considering the gains of eNB RF chains and UE RF chains, the effective downlink channel can be described as follows
where DL H is the downlink propagation channel, RX U and TX B are receiving RF link gain at UE side and transmitting RF link gain at eNB side respectively as shown in Fig. 1 . The effective uplink channel can be described similarly as follows
where UL H is the uplink propagation channel, RX B and TX U are receiving RF link gain at eNB side and transmitting RF link gain at UE side respectively as shown in Fig. 1 . According to the reciprocity between the downlink propagation channel and the uplink propagation channel, Figure 1 . Channel reciprocity error modeling.
It was found that reciprocity error brought by UE RF link has little impact on the TDD system performance in [7, 11] . And so if not considering the impact of the antennas at UE,
then the downlink channel is given by 
For single cell, inner-cell antenna calibration has been discussed in LTE TDD operation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In this paper, we assume that the antennas in each cell have been already ideally calibrated, and two cells and one UE participate in the TDD CoMP joint transmission. The relation between the downlink channel and the uplink channel of each cell can be expressed as below before the calibration of the inter-cell antennas
where where DL H in (9.a) and (9.b) is the combined downlink channel of these two cells based on receiving downlink reference signals. If reference-signal ports of these two cells cannot be distinguished by UE, the combined channel should be given by (9.a). Otherwise, if reference-signal ports of two cells can be distinguished by UE, the combined channel should be given by (9.b). (9.a) and (9.b) can be rewritten as 1 2 
III. CALIBRATION FOR TDD COMP JT
The reciprocity error of TDD CoMP JT system is modeled by
If we assume 
Assuming maximal ratio transmission, the cells will use the beamforming weights after the inter-cell antenna calibration as
Then the received signal at the UE side is given by 
where r and x are received signal and transmitted signal respectively, n denotes complex Gaussian noise vector. Obviously, the potential performance improvement can be achieved if we find an approach to estimate the reciprocity error JT C .
A. Performance degradation caused by phase difference
Firstly, we evaluate the performance degradation caused by phase difference. Fig. 2 shows a) . ideal transmission, i.e. there is none residual phase difference exists, and b). non-ideal transmission, i.e. there are residual phase differences π/8, π/4 and π/2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , trivial performance loss is introduced by phase difference π/8, and the degradation caused by phase difference π/4 is also acceptable. But when the phase difference is extend to π/2, obvious performance degradation will be noted. The worst case happened when the phase difference is uniformly distributed in (-π, π], this is the case when any inter-cell antenna calibration is not treated. Consequently, phase difference calibration is necessary in a TDD CoMP-JT scenario. 
B. Estimation Algorithm of phase difference
Consider a CoMP-JT scenario with two transmission cells and one UE, and each cell is configured with one CRS port.
The combined downlink channel DL
H received by UE has been expressed as (9.a) or (9.b) in section II. In fact, there is no difference between (9.a) and (9.b) for investigating inter-cell antenna calibration for CoMP JT. So the following of this paper takes CRS ports mapping scheme of (9.a) for example. In this section, we present the simulation performance of the approach provided in section III to estimate the residual phase difference. Without loss of generality, we assume that there are two transmission eNBs equipped with four inner-cell calibrated antennas respectively, and one UE equipped with two antennas in a CoMP JT set, as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) shows the number of CRS ports configured in each eNB is four, and the ports can be distinguished at UE side are also four. The ports mapping mode is the same as (9.a) and (10.a) in section II. Fig. 3(b) shows the number of CRS ports configured in each eNB is two, and the ports can be distinguished at UE side are also two. The other simulation parameters are summarized in Table I . In the following we evaluate the performance of phase estimation algorithm for different cases such as varying estimation-period, CRS ports configuration, SNR, residual phase difference, etc. In all simulation cases, the residual phase differences are defined as multiples of a basic phase unit π/8, i.e. the residual phase difference belongs to the set {-7π/8, -6π/8, …, π}. Fig. 4 shows the results of simulation parameters including the actual residual phase difference 6 /8 , SNR = 5dB, estimation-period = 10 frames, and four CRS ports configured in each eNB. From Fig. 5 , we can see the estimation phase error is only π/8 which is in the acceptable range. In fact, we can use a longer estimation period to estimate the phase difference in the actual LTE TDD system.
A. Estimation-period Results
Fig . 5 shows the simulation results of 1 frame estimation period. The actual residual phase difference is defined as 6π/8 in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . The only difference between Fig.  4 and Fig. 5 is the estimation period, and other simulation parameters given in the figure caption and Table I are the same. The simulation results illustrate that compare to the 1 frame estimation period, the phase estimation algorithm that adopts 10 frames estimation period has a better performance. It can be concluded that the longer the estimation period, the more stable the estimated phase.
B. CRS Ports Configuration Results
As shown in Fig. 3 , two CRS ports configurations of CoMP JT used for phase estimation algorithm simulation are given. Similarly, the actual residual phase difference is defined as 6π/8 in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 . The only difference between Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 is CRS ports configuration, and other simulation parameters given in the figure caption and Table I are the same. Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 illustrate the simulation results of different CRS port configurations, and the result of four CRS ports has a better performance.
C. SNR Results
From Fig. 7 , we can conclude a higher performance is achieved for a given SNR. Despite the fact that the performance is affected by SNR, the phase estimation algorithm has good performance if its estimation-period is ten frames or longer.
D. Residual phase difference Results
In addition to the residual phase difference 6π/8 in Fig. 4~  Fig. 7 , we give the simulation results of another residual phase difference π/8 as shown in Fig. 8 . From Fig. 8 , we can observe the maximum estimation phase error is ±π/8 which is also acceptable. The proposed phase estimation algorithm presents similar performance for different residual phase differences.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, inter-cell reciprocity error was modeled and the model included parameters such as scale ratio and phase difference between the eNBs participating in the TDD CoMP JT. From this model, we observed that the performance of CoMP JT depends on the accuracy of inter-cell antenna calibration. If inter-cell antennas are not calibrated, SRS measurements cannot be used to calculate the downlink channels. Consequently, we presented a solution for inter-cell phase difference calibration in a TDD CoMP JT scenario. Furthermore, we provided the simulation results for evaluating the performance of our solution in different cases such as varying estimation-period, CRS ports configuration, SNR, residual phase difference, etc. Despite the fact that the performance is affected by port-configuration mode and SNR, the proposed phase estimation algorithm has good performance if its estimation-period is only ten frames. In fact, a longer estimation period is permitted in the actual TDD CoMP JT system.
